New Haven Jr./Sr. High Update

Moake Park has developed the necessary base information.
Moake Park has reviewed the applicable code requirements.
Moake Park has conducted Staff input sessions.
Moake Park plans to have additional meetings to receive Community input.
Moake Park is currently developing facility programming framework.
Paul Harding CCA Update

Paul Harding CCA is complete in 3-D
Paul Harding CCA Update

ADA Issues - 1

ADA Issues - 2

Code Review:
Due to the time in which the facility was constructed, there are no separation walls. Due to the nature of works as well as budget, it would be less feasible to add the required walls. The facility will need to be equipped with a fire suppression system. This will eliminate the need for mezzanine walls, door closers, fire dampers, etc.

- Areas indicated have numerous code issues – exits, door access, corridor ratings, etc.
- Areas require two exits.
- No legal exits.
- Exit way.

Code Issues - 2

Code Issues - 1

Code Review:
Due to the time in which the facility was constructed, there are no separation walls. Due to the nature of works as well as budget, it would be less feasible to add the required walls. The facility will need to be equipped with a fire suppression system. This will eliminate the need for mezzanine walls, door closers, fire dampers, etc.

- Areas indicated have numerous code issues – exits, door access, corridor ratings, etc.
- Areas require two exits.
- No legal exits.
- Exit way.
Anticipate working with the College and Career Academy Director of Program and the Team.
Key design components...
Village Elementary Playground Relocation

Re-location of playground at Village Elementary to Prince Chapman Academy.
Village Elementary Playground Re-location
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